The role of observers’ gaze behaviour when watching object manipulation tasks: predicting and evaluating the consequences of action
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When watching an actor manipulate objects, observers, like the actor, naturally direct their gaze to each object as the hand approaches and typically maintain gaze on the object until the hand departs. Here, we probed the function of observers’ eye movements, focusing on two possibilities: (i) that observers’ gaze behaviour arises from processes involved in the prediction of the target object of the actor’s reaching movement and (ii) that this gaze behaviour supports the evaluation of mechanical events that arise from interactions between the actor’s hand and objects. Observers watched an actor reach for and lift one of two presented objects. The observers’ task was either to predict the target object or judge its weight. Proactive gaze behaviour, similar to that seen in self-guided action–observation, was seen in the weight judgement task, which requires evaluating mechanical events associated with lifting, but not in the target prediction task. We submit that an important function of gaze behaviour in self-guided action observation is the evaluation of mechanical events associated with interactions between the hand and object. By comparing predicted and actual mechanical events, observers, like actors, can gain knowledge about the world, including information about objects they may subsequently act upon.

1. Introduction

The planning and control of manipulation tasks is centred on mechanical events that mark transitions between consecutive action phases and represent subgoals of the overall task. For example, when lifting, contact between the digits and object marks completion of the reach phase and the breaking of contact between the object and surface marks completion of the lift phase. By comparing predicted and actual sensory signals related to these events, actors can launch corrective actions if a mismatch occurs and confirm or update hypotheses about the world, such as hypotheses about the weights of objects [1,2]. The sensorimotor representations underlying manipulation tasks include specifications for task-specific eye movements and use of vision [3,4]. Thus, actors direct their gaze to the spatial targets of the unfolding task (e.g. an object to be lifted) and often maintain gaze at these locations until the subgoal is competed (e.g. the object lifts-off) such that events associated with action phase outcomes can be monitored in central vision [5,6].

When people observe manipulation tasks, their gaze behaviour is similar to that of the actor [6–9]. For example, when watching an actor pick up and replace a series of objects, observers direct their gaze to each object before the actor’s hand arrives and keep gaze on the object until the hand departs for the next object [9]. This similarity appears to support the idea that observers implement, in real time, sensorimotor representations of the observed task [6,10–13]. However, the functional role of observers’ eye movements remains
The aim of this paper is to investigate the function of the gaze behaviour naturally generated by observers of manipulation tasks. We focus on two hypothesized functions. The first is that observers’ gaze behaviour stems from processes involved in the prediction of the target of the actor’s movement (i.e. which object the actor intends to manipulate), which is related to the movement selected by the actor [7,13,14]. The second is that observers direct their gaze to objects being manipulated so that they can evaluate sensory events related to mechanical interactions between the actor’s hand and the object, events that are related to the completion, or outcome, of each phase of the actor’s action [9,15].

Participants first completed a block of trials in which they simply watched an actor reach for and lift either of two candidate objects. After this condition with natural or self-guided action–observation, participants were given an explicit task to perform while watching the actor perform the same movements. One group completed the target prediction task in which they were asked to indicate, as early as possible during the unfolding action, which object the actor would grasp and lift. The other group completed the weight judgement task in which they were asked to judge the weight of the object, which involves evaluating the mechanical interaction between the actor’s hand and object. If the primary function of observer’s gaze behaviour in self-guided action–observation is prediction of the targets of the actor’s movement, eye movements in the target prediction task should be similar to that seen in self-guided action–observation. Conversely, if the primary function is evaluation of the mechanical events associated with interactions between the actor’s hand and objects, gaze behaviour in the weight judgment task should be similar to that seen in self-guided action–observation.

2. Material and methods

(a) Subjects

Sixteen participants took part after providing informed written consent. Seven women and three men participated in the target prediction experiment, and four women and two men participated in the weight judgement experiment. The participants, who received payment for their participation, were undergraduate and graduate students with normal vision. The local university ethics board approved the experiments, which complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.

(b) Equipment

Participants sat with their forehead resting against a fixed headband. A small bite bar further reduced head movements. An eye-tracking device (RK-726PCI, ISCAN Inc., Burlington, VT, USA), mounted on a frame below the headband, recorded the gaze position of the participant’s right eye at 240 samples s⁻¹ in a defined work plane that corresponded to a coronal plane located 100 cm in front of the eyes (figure 1a). The gaze calibration procedure has been described elsewhere [16]. Two small position/angle sensors (FASTRAK, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA) attached to the nails of the index finger and thumb recorded the position of the actor’s hand at a sample rate of 120 samples s⁻¹.

In the target prediction task and its corresponding self-guided action–observation condition, three wooden blocks (cubes of height 2 cm), located in the work plane, were placed on a horizontal surface located in front of the actor. These included a start block, a near block and a far block whose centres were located 25, 40 and 50 cm, respectively, from the torso of the actor. In the weight judgement task and its corresponding self-guided action–observation condition, the start, near and far blocks were located 25, 40 and 60 cm from the torso of the actor. The start block was a solid cube (height 3.5 cm) composed of the opaque black polyoxymethylene plastic Delrin. The target blocks consisted of Delrin shells (hollow cubes 5 cm in height with an open bottom) with handles on top (figure 1b) instrumented with force–torque sensors (Nano 17 F/T, ATI Industrial Automation, Garmer, NC, USA) that enabled us to measure the forces applied by the actor’s hand when lifting. To set the effective weights of the near and far blocks, we used a linear motor system (figure 1b). (Note that we used slightly different block locations in the weight judgement experiment, which was carried out after the target prediction experiment, because we took advantage of pre-existing holes in the tabletop, through which the strings attached to the objects passed; figure 1b). Both the actor and observer wore headphones and listened to pink noise so that they could not hear the linear motor moving. The linear motor was moved in every trial even when the weight was not changed.

(c) Procedure

A single person, naive with respect to the research hypotheses, was the actor throughout. He was asked to perform the task at a comfortable speed and to be consistent. Before the start of a trial, the actor rested his right forearm on the table with his hand positioned on the right side next to the start block (figure 1a). At the start of each trial, the actor picked up and replaced (at the same location)
Figure 2. Gaze behaviour in the target prediction task and corresponding self-guided action–observation condition. (a,b) Gaze and hand paths during periods of fixation and tracking (i.e. excluding saccades) in the plane of movement as viewed by the observer. Data from all trials by all participants are superimposed. For each trial, data are shown from the time at which the start block was replaced, just prior to the onset of the hand movement away from the start block, to the offset of the hand movement to the target block. Separate plots are shown for hand movements from the start block to the (i) near and (ii) far targets. Gaze paths are coloured red, blue or green depending on whether they are from saccadic, tracking or fixation trials, respectively, and hand paths are coloured grey. (c,d) Percentages of saccadic, tracking and fixation trials per participant in the action–observation (c) and target prediction (d) tasks.

The start block and then picked up and replaced (again at the same location) either the near block or the far block before returning the hand to the rest position. The blocks were lifted about 10 cm above the table. The actor grasped the blocks (or handles attached to the blocks) from above and contacted the near and far sides (from his viewpoint) with the distal pads of the thumb and index finger, respectively. A visual cue, visible to the actor at the start of each trial but not to the observer, instructed the actor about which target block to lift. The onset of this cue also served as a go signal.

In self-guided action–observation trials, participants were asked just to watch the actor. In both the target prediction task and the weight judgement task, participants held, in each hand, a rod equipped with a button that could be pressed by the thumb. In the target prediction task, participants were instructed to press the right- or left-hand button, as quickly as possible, to indicate whether the actor was going to pick up the near or far block, respectively. Thus, there was spatial congruence between the response button and the location of the predicted target block. In the weight judgement task, participants were told that, in occasional trials, the target block (near or far) would be twice as heavy and that the actor would not know when these trials would occur. Participants were told to press the left- or right-hand button, as quickly as possible, to indicate whether the target block lifted by the actor was the heavy or standard weight, respectively. No instructions about where to look were given in any of the tasks.

For each participant, the target prediction task involved 30 trials, which were performed after 30 trials of self-guided action–observation. The weight judgement task involved 56 trials which were also performed after 30 trials of self-guided action–observation. In all conditions, the order of near- and far-target trials was randomized. In the weight judgement task, there were four unpredictable heavy weight trials (two for each target object) separated by 10–18 trials.

(d) Data analysis

Hand and gaze positions were smoothed using a fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies of 14 and 25 Hz, respectively. We used the speed of hand and eye movements in the work plane to determine the onset and offset times of the actor’s hand movements, between blocks, and saccades made by the observers. For hand movements and saccades, we used thresholds of 0.1 and 1.0 m s$^{-1}$, respectively. The average position of the thumb and index finger position sensors defined the position of the hand. Block lift-off was deemed to have occurred when the vertical velocity of the hand exceeded 0.1 m s$^{-1}$. In the target prediction task and its corresponding self-guided action–observation condition, we determined the time when the actor’s hand contacted a block based on the rate of change of grasp aperture, the distance between the thumb and index finger positions. Contact was deemed to have occurred when the absolute rate of change dropped below 0.05 m s$^{-1}$. In the weight judgement task and its corresponding self-guided action–observation condition, the time when the actor’s hand contacted the near and far blocks was determined from forces applied to the force sensors. Contact was deemed to have occurred when the force on either sensor exceeded 0.1 N. For the purposes of plotting gaze paths (figures 2 and 3), a fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of
14 Hz was applied to the raw gaze position signals, as opposed to the 25 Hz cut-off frequency used for data analysis.

In a given trial, gaze behaviour was classified as saccadic if it consisted of saccades and fixations during the actor’s reaching movement towards a target block. Gaze behaviour was classified as fixation if participants fixated a single location throughout the reaching movement to the target block. Separate plots are shown for hand movements from the start block to the (i) near and (ii) far targets. Gaze paths are coloured red or green depending on whether they are from saccadic or fixation trials, respectively, and hand paths are coloured grey. (No tracking trials were observed.) Although the start block was fixated in almost all trials, some of the fixations do not appear in the figure because gaze shift away from the start block before the start block was replaced. (c,d) Vertical hand (grey) and gaze (red) positions, as a function of time, during the lift and replace of the target block in the weight judgement (c) and self-guided action observation (d) tasks. The continuous changes in vertical gaze position during fixation periods indicate that gaze tended to track the actor’s lift and replace motion. Data from all saccadic trials in which the far block was the target, and weighed 3 N, are shown for a representative participant. Note that a larger number of such trials were collected in the weight judgement task than in the corresponding self-guided action—observation condition. For each trial, data are shown for the time period during which the actor’s grip force exceeded 0.5 N, with an additional 50 ms before and after.

3. Results

(a) Target prediction task

In the target prediction task and the corresponding self-guided action—observation condition, participants observed, from the side, an actor lifting wooden blocks located in the actor’s mid-sagittal plane (figure 1a). In each trial, the actor first picked up and replaced the start block closest to him and then picked up and replaced one of the other blocks (near or far) before returning the hand to the rest position next to the start block. The actor was cued at the start of
Each trial to pick up either the near or far block. The order of trials in which either the near or far block was lifted was randomized. After completing 30 trials involving self-guided action—observation without any specific instructions, the participants completed 30 trials of the target prediction task in which they were asked to indicate, as soon as possible, whether the actor would pick up the near or far block by pressing buttons held in the right or left hand, respectively. We asked for a quick response because we wanted to identify the gaze behaviour associated with predicting, as opposed to simply reporting, the actor’s target, and because target prediction during natural action—observation occurs quickly [9].

The actor’s performance was similar in the target prediction task and the corresponding self-guided action—observation condition, as assessed by the duration of the hand movement from the start block to the target block and the maximum vertical displacement of the hand during this movement. Hand movement duration was longer ($F_{1,9} = 325$, $p < 0.001$) for the far block ($618 \pm 19$ ms; mean $\pm$ s.e.) than the near block ($465 \pm 10$ ms), but that there was no effect of task and no interaction ($p > 0.05$ in both cases). Likewise, the maximum vertical hand displacement was greater ($F_{1,9} = 368; p < 0.001$) for the far block ($7.1 \pm 0.2$ cm) than for the near block ($4.7 \pm 0.1$ cm), but there was no effect of task and no interaction ($p > 0.05$ in both cases).

Depending on the observer’s gaze behaviour, we classified each trial as saccadic, fixation or tracking, and there was little ambiguity in classifying trials (see §2). During self-guided action—observation, the vast majority of trials were saccadic (see figure 2a, which shows all of the data from all participants). A small number of tracking trials were observed and one of the nine participants produced almost all of these trials (figure 2a). The gaze behaviour in saccadic trials was similar to that observed in a previous study using a similar task [9]. Participants first directed their gaze to the start block ahead of the actor’s hand approaching the block. Irrespective of whether the near or far block was the target, in the majority of the saccadic trials (91.7%), gaze then shifted to the near block shortly after the actor’s hand started to move away from the start block after it had been replaced ($93 \pm 14$ ms). When the near block was the actor’s target, gaze remained at the near block until the hand arrived, whereas when the far block was the target, participants made a second saccade that shifted gaze to the far block ahead of the arrival of the actor’s hand. The second saccade commenced when the actor’s hand had moved $4.6 \pm 0.9$ cm past the near block in the horizontal ($x$) direction, which occurred $405 \pm 13$ ms after the onset of the actor’s hand movement away from the start block. In the occasional saccadic trials in which gaze shifted from the start block to the far block, gaze remained there when the far block was the target but shifted to the near block, ahead of the hand, when the near block was the target. Overall, these results are consistent with previous results showing that when simply observing block manipulation tasks, people make predictive saccades to the objects involved and rarely track the moving hand [6,7,9,17].

By contrast, in the target prediction task, there were numerous fixation and tracking trials in addition to saccadic trials (see figure 2b, which shows data from all trials from all participants). Eight participants mainly produced fixation (five) or tracking (three) trials, whereas two participants mainly produced saccadic trials (figure 2d). The location of the single fixation in the fixation trials was generally close to one of the blocks and most often close to the near block. In tracking trials, on average, gaze tracked the hand for 91.7% (s.d. = 7.8%) of the duration of the hand movement. Across participants, the ratio of saccadic, tracking and fixation trials during the target prediction task (26 : 31 : 43) clearly differed ($x_2 = 93.0; p < 0.001$) from the corresponding ratio during self-guided action—observation (92 : 7 : 1).

Participants accurately predicted the target block in 90% of the trials in the target prediction task. This success rate did not depend on the location (near or far) of the target block ($F_{1,9} = 2.08; p = 0.18$). The time of correct button presses relative to the start of the actor’s hand movement away from the start block was $422 \pm 30$ ms and did not depend on the location of the target block ($F_{1,9} = 0.72; p = 0.42$). When the near block was the target, correct button presses occurred when the actor’s hand was $1.2 \pm 0.8$ cm ahead of the near block in the horizontal ($x$) direction. When the far block was the target, the actor’s hand was $4.7 \pm 1.3$ cm past the near block in the horizontal.

Neither prediction success rate ($x_2 = 0.94; p = 0.98$) nor the timing of button presses ($F_{2,56} = 0.58; p = 0.56$) depended on gaze behaviour as categorized in terms of saccadic, fixation and tracking trials (data were pooled across participants because not all participants exhibited all gaze behaviours).

(b) Weight judgement task

After completing 30 trials involving self-guided action—observation, participants completed 56 trials of the weight judgement task in which they were asked to indicate, as soon as possible, whether the target block lifted by the actor was the standard weight or the heavy weight, by pressing buttons held in the right or left hand, respectively. Both the actor and observer wore soundproof earphones and could neither see nor hear the linear motor system. Handles instrumented with force sensors were mounted on top of the near and far blocks and measured the forces applied by the actor’s thumb and index finger (figures 1b and 3). In the weight judgement task, the target block weighed $3$ N in standard weight trials, and in occasional heavy weight trials (one in 14 randomly selected trials), the weight was doubled to $6$ N. In the corresponding self-guided action—observation condition, the weight was set to $3$ N throughout to ensure that this condition represented natural action—observation, devoid of possible influences of unexpected events.

The actor’s hand movements, as assessed by the duration of the hand movement from the start block to the target block and the maximum vertical displacement of the hand during this movement, were similar in the weight judgement task and the corresponding self-guided action—observation condition. Hand movement duration was longer ($F_{1,5} = 2178$, $p < 0.001$) for the far block ($578 \pm 7$ ms) than for the near block ($363 \pm 4$ ms), but there was no effect of task and no interaction ($p > 0.05$ in both cases). Likewise, maximum vertical hand displacement was greater ($F_{1,5} = 713; p < 0.001$) for the far block ($13.8 \pm 0.4$ cm) than for the near block ($8.9 \pm 0.2$ cm), but there was no effect of task and no interaction ($p > 0.05$ in both cases). We also compared the actor’s lift and replace movements of the target object in the $3$ N trials of the weight judgement task and the corresponding self-guided action—observation condition. The maximum height of the lift was slightly greater ($F_{1,5} = 38.9; p = 0.002$) for the far block ($9.07 \pm 0.21$ cm) than for the near block ($8.63 \pm 0.22$ cm), but
there was no effect of task and no interaction \((p > 0.05\) in both cases). The duration that the actor contacted the target block, defined as the time period over which grip force exceeded 0.5 N, was on average 695 ± 16 ms. ANOVA failed to reveal an effect of target block or task, and there was no interaction \((p > 0.05\) in all three cases).

In both the weight judgement task (figure 3b) and the corresponding self-guided action–observation condition (figure 3a), gaze behaviour was very similar to that previously seen during natural or self-guided action–observation \([6,9]\) (see also figure 2a). (Note that figure 3a,b show data from all trials from all participants). That is, the vast majority of trials in both tasks were saccade trials. No tracking trials were observed, and less than 2.5% of the trials were fixation trials in both tasks. Gaze shifted from the start block to the near block, ahead of the hand, in 87% and 90% of the trials during self-guided action–observation and the weight judgement task, respectively. When the far block was the target, gaze then inevitably shifted to the far block, again arriving before the hand.

During the weight judgement task, gaze shifted away from the start block (to either the near or far block) earlier than during self-guided action–observation \((F_{1,5} = 24.24; p = 0.004)\). Specifically, gaze shifted away from the start block 621 ± 116 ms and 111 ± 101 ms before the hand started to move away from the start block in the weight judgement task and during self-guided action–observation, respectively. There was no effect of target block \((F_{1,5} = 5.23; p = 0.071)\) and no interaction between task and target block \((F_{1,5} = 0.06; p = 0.943)\) on the time of this gaze shift. Although gaze shifted from the start block earlier in the weight judgement task than during self-guided action–observation, in the weight judgement task, participants still fixated the start block until well after the actor had lifted it off the support surface.

On average, observers pressed the button 385 ± 48 ms after the actor first contacted the target block and this time did not differ significantly between the near and the far blocks \((p > 0.05)\). Thus, the button press almost always occurred during the lift and replace movement and well before the actor released the block. Very consistent gaze behaviour was observed during the lift and replace movement in both the weight judgement task and the corresponding self-guided action–observation condition. Specifically, gaze continued to be directed towards the location of the target block for the duration of the lift and replace movement, and there was a tendency for gaze to move up and down with the vertical motion of the target block (figure 3c,d). However, the amplitude of the gaze movement during the lift and replace movement was typically smaller than the amplitude of the block movement. Small saccades were also observed during the lift and replace movement, occurring in about 30% of all trials in both the self-guided action–observation condition and the weight judgement task (see interrupted curves in figure 3c,d).

As expected, the period from when the actor contacted the target block to the instance it lifted off the support surface was substantially longer \((F_{1,5} = 210; p < 0.001)\) in the heavy weight trials (596 ± 37 ms) compared with the standard weight trials (228 ± 12 ms) \([18–20]\). In addition, the maximum height of the lift was smaller \((F_{1,5} = 70.2; p < 0.001)\) in heavy weight trials (6.82 ± 0.36 cm) than in standard weight trials (9.06 ± 0.24 cm). Consistent with previous findings \([21–24]\), all participants were able to use visual information related to the lift, such as the time between contact and lift, lift height and speed and even hand shape, to judge object weight. Specifically, participants correctly judged the block as being heavy in all heavy weight trials and correctly judged the block as being the standard weight in 76 ± 8% of the standard weight trials. Most of the trials in which participants incorrectly judged the standard weight to be the heavy weight were performed before the occurrence of the first heavy weight trial. In an additional experiment not reported here, a new set of participants performed the weight judgement task where the ratio of light (i.e. standard) and heavy weight trials was 1 : 1. The gaze behaviour seen in this weight judgement 1 : 1 task was strikingly similar to that seen in the weight judgement task reported above. Moreover, participants correctly judged the weight of the target block in over 90% of the trials.

4. Discussion

Prediction of the consequences of action is a fundamental component of sensorimotor control \([25,26]\). In manipulation tasks, the prediction of sensory events associated with mechanical events marking the completion of action phases, such as the digits contacting an object and object lift-off during lift tasks, are especially important for dexterous control. By comparing predicted and actual sensory events, including tactile, visual and auditory events, actors can monitor task progression, launch appropriate corrective actions if a mismatch occurs and confirm or update hypotheses related to the task, including hypotheses about the weights of objects being manipulated \([1,2]\). For example, when lifting objects, people increase vertical load force to a target level corresponding to the expected weight and generate a prediction of when they will receive sensory feedback signifying lift-off. If the object is heavier than expected, then the object does not lift off at the expected time and the resulting mismatch between predicted and actual sensory events triggers a corrective action that involves probing increases in load force \([18]\). This mismatch also updates expectations about object weight such that in a subsequent lift, the increase in load force is more accurately targeted to the correct weight \([18–20]\).

During object manipulation tasks, actors typically direct their gaze to the spatial targets of action phases, such as the object to be grasped and lifted or the location where an object will be placed \([3,6,16,27]\). This gaze behaviour helps guide the hand to the target \([28–30]\) and also permits monitoring, in central vision, of mechanical events that represent goals of action phases \([4,5,31,32]\). We suggest that the similar eye movements produced by observers of manipulation tasks \([6–9,17,33,34]\), also serve to monitor, in central vision, mechanical events that mark the completion of action phases, and that this involves neural processes resembling those used for prediction and evaluation of these events during action. When participants were explicitly asked to judge the weight of the target block, which involves comparing predicted and actual sensory information related to the lift, they directed their gaze proactively to the blocks as in self-guided action–observation. By contrast, when explicitly asked to predict which block the actor will lift, most participants fixated a single location or tracked the actor’s hand. This indicates that target prediction does not require generation of proactive eye movements. Of course, because target prediction is required for proactive eye movements, such prediction is part of self-guided
action—observation. However, the converse is not true; our
findings indicate that observers do not produce this gaze
behaviour in order to predict the target.

Our results indicate that in the target prediction task, obser-
vors do not implement sensorimotor representations that fully
simulate the task performed by the actor. Had observers
implemented such representations in the target prediction
task, proactive eye movements, specified by these representa-
tions [3,4], would be expected. Instead, our findings appear
to be more consistent with the idea that, in the target prediction
task, observers relied on inferential processes not involving
complete action simulation [35].

The finding that participants, in both the weight judgement
task and self-guided action—observation, directed their gaze
to each block handled by the actor, including the start block,
suggests that action—observation involves an urge to monitor
all available behaviour of others. By continuously predicting
and evaluating mechanical events associated with the comple-
tion of action phases observers can calibrate the performance
of the actor. This, in turn, upholds the quality of the knowledge
observers can gain about the state of the world, including infor-
amation about properties of objects in the environment. For
example, by monitoring how quickly and how high an actor
lifts objects in general, the observer can more reliably detect
when a particular object is heavier or lighter than expected
by the actor.

It has been proposed that actors generate sensory predic-
tions based on an efferent copy of the motor commands that
is passed through an internal forward model of the controlled
system, which includes the body and objects in the environ-
ment with which the body interacts [25]. A similar process
could underlie the generation of certain sensory predictions
in observers. That is, the observer could simulate covertly
the motor commands of the observed action and pass an efference copy of these commands through a forward
model of the controlled system [36–38]. This idea is broadly
consistent with the results of numerous studies showing that
sensorimotor areas, activated when performing action tasks,
are also recruited when observing the same tasks [11,12,14].
For example, observing a video of an actor lifting an object
increases the excitability of the representation of muscles
involved in lifting in motor cortex, and this increases scales
with the required force (i.e. object weight) [24,39].

Recently, Cannon & Woodward [40] reported that requir-
ing participants to perform a sequential finger tapping task
while observing an actor perform an object manipulation
task appears to disrupt the predictive gaze behaviour nor-
mally observed [7]. This raises the question whether, in the
target prediction task, having to prepare and execute a
button press during the actor’s reaching movement might
have interfered with participants’ gaze behaviour, leading
to gaze tracking as opposed to proactive saccades. Although
we cannot rule out this possibility, we would emphasize that
participants were also required to perform a button press in
the weight judgement task and yet exhibited proactive saccades.
Moreover, the gaze tracking behaviour seen in the
target prediction task was initiated well before participants
pressed the button indicating which block was the target.

In this study, we considered two possible functions of
observers’ eye movements when watching manipulation
tasks: predicting the target objects of the actor’s action and
evaluating mechanical events associated with interactions
between the actor’s hand and objects. A third possible func-
tion, that we deliberately did not address, relates to the
ability to understand or infer the higher level goals or inten-
tions of others through observation of their actions [13,14].
Indeed, we designed the experiments to minimize this
component and note that there are many natural situations
in which observers watch an action while already knowing
the actor’s high-level goals (e.g. when watching a dealer deal
cards). However, we suggest that mechanisms supporting
evaluation of mechanical events linked to the completion of
action phases and those supporting prediction of higher
level goals interact dynamically. That is, evaluating the
mechanical events of sequentially generated action phases
presumably facilitates understanding the actor’s higher
level goals. At the same time, inferences about the actor’s
intentions presumably shape observers’ predictions about
mechanical events.
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